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H . HlRSCHFELD. NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION

AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN. Asiatic Monographs,
Vol. III. 4to; pp. ii + 155. (London: Royal Asiatic
Society, 1902.)

In the year 1878 Dr. Hirschfeld published his " Juedische
Elemente im Koran," the first study in connection with the
Jewish elements which contribute largely to the composition
of the Koran. Twenty-five years have elapsed and the
author presents us now the ripe fruit of continuous studies
and untiring researches. For since that time, the history of
the Koran has evidently formed the centre of his studies.
Equipped with a profound knowledge of Rabbinical literature
and deeply versed in the literary history of the Koran and
of its Arabic commentators, Dr. Hirschfeld has brought to
bear on his subject freshness of insight, indomitable zeal,
and scholarly discrimination. He is abreast of the whole
literature which has steadily been growing round the critical
investigation and philological exegesis of the Koran, and
he is able to give to his subject an original exposition
supported by a wealth of documentary evidence hitherto
but rarely used by others. The results at which he arrives
are as many gains to the understanding of the origin of
Muhammedanism and of the Koran itself. For there can be
no doubt that many a philological problem, and still more so,
many a psychological element, scarcely recognized by the
cursory reader, can adequately be solved and appreciated
only by those, who combine the knowledge of Arabic with
that of Rabbinic, in fact by one whose own religious life
is moulded upon the same traditional conceptions, and who
has deeply drank from the same well from which Muhammed
has drawn most of his inspirations. It is now proved by
the author that it is not the Bible pure and simple with
which Muhammed has been familiar, but that form of it
which has been coloured by the traditional interpretation of
the Jewish Sages, and embellished by the legendary lore
of old. Just as little as the New Testament can be fully
understood without the knowledge of the contemporary
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Jewish literature and the so-called Pharisaic tradition and
interpretation of the Scriptures, so little will the Koran yield
the key of its proper understanding without referring to the
same currents of thought and tradition among the Arabian
Jews. With them Muhammed lived and fought, their idea*
he imbibed, and upon their traditions he based his inspiration.
Dr. Hirschfeld shows now how close that dependence upon
the Jewish tradition has been. In thirteen chapters the
various Suras are examined, and their exact meaning and
origin are investigated. The contents are grouped according
to the prominent feature which distinguishes them, into-
confirmatory, declamatory, narrative, descriptive, and legis-
lative revelations. Exceedingly instructive is Chapter viii,
" The Parable in the Qoran," with the appendix, " The
Mathal in Tradition."

Dr. Hirschfeld does full justice to the poetical style of
the Qoran, the originality of the way in which Muhammed
used the appropriated materials, and the skill with which he
adapted them to often contradictory circumstances. Read
in the light of history, as paraphrases and commentaries of
contemporary events, foreshadowing or following the actions
of Muhammed, the whole of the Koran becomes more vivid,
a living chronicle of religious evolution, and not a mere
religious code. Special stress must be laid on the footnotes,
where the author refers to his authorities, and in which
many an important point is explained and many a detail
dealt with which could not be introduced into the text
itself; e:g., the question of Muhammed's knowledge of the
Hebrew alphabet, and the ingenious suggestion that owing
to his mistaking a word written in Hebrew characters we get
to the real meaning of ' Sura,' which is a corruption from
the Hebrew ' Sedra.'

An approximate chronological arrangement of the Suraa
sums up part of the critical work performed by the author in
the exegetical examination of the Suras. Numerous indices
conclude this book, which is a mine of information, and will
prove indispensable to every student of the origin and
history of Islam. Both the author and our Society are
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heartily to be congratulated on this book, in which each of
them have had a share, the one writing it, the other
publishing it as one of their 'Asiatic Monographs.' It is
sure to remain the standard work on the subject for a long
time to come.

M. G.

PROFESSOR DR. NORBERT PETERS. DER JUENGST WIEDER-

AUFGEFUNDENE HEBRAEISCHE TEXT DES BUCHES
ECCLESIASTICUS, untersucht, herausgegeben, uebersetzt,
und mit Kritischen Noten versehen. (Freiburg-i.-Br.:
Herder, 1902. 10s.)

The interminable Siraeh literature has been greatly
enriched by the present publication of the Hebrew text,
accompanied by an exhaustive Introduction, in which all the
problems connected with it are discussed in a lucid and
scholarly manner. The nature and character of each of the
four manuscript fragments of the Hebrew are described, and
the relation studied in which they stand to one another, then
the relation in which each of the Hebrew texts stands to the
Greek and Syriac version of Ecclesiasticus. Of all the four
the one named G seems to belong to the oldest and best
recension, and is closely allied with B and D, whilst A
represents a somewhat different tradition, though all go
back to one and the same original. Needless to say that
Professor Peters, in agreement with most of the scholars,
holds to the opinion that the newly discovered fragments
belong to the long-lost Hebrew original. I belong to the
minority who still see in these Hebrew fragments a com-
paratively late translation, and by no means the old original,
and I may soon take the opportunity of justifying my
position in this question as to the true character of the
Hebrew text. For the time being I am merely stating
Professor Peters' views, who proceeds in his Introduction to
study each of the old versions, notably the Greek and Syriac.
He is forced to admit that the tradition of these versions,
and more especially the Syriac, is by no means perfect or
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